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Skills

Software 
development- 
backend
(Python -
Django/Flask/FastAPI,
SQL, JavaSscript,
HTML/CSS, Docker), 
Problem 
Solving
, 
Structured 
Thinking
, 
Stakeholder 
Management
, 
Team 
Management
, 
Communication 
Skills
(Verbal, Written), 
Cross 
Functional 
Teamwork & 
Co-ordination
, 
Tools (Jira, Git,
Trello,
Whimsical,
Canva, Figma,
Visily)

Education

B.E, Electronics 
& 
communication
, 
Osmania 
University
2008 – 2012    
Hyderabad,
India
73.2%

Summary

I am an aspiring Product Manager currently undergoing CAP-Product management programme 
at Upraised. I come with 3.5 years of experience as a Software Engineer across startups and 3 
years of experience in banking as a manager in one of the largest PSUʼs in the country. My core 
tech stack is Python- Django/Flask/FastAPI, SQL, JavaScript. I love solving problems and want to 
use my tech knowledge in understanding the problems and come up with creative solutions to 
address them.I am an avid traveler and a nature lover.

Professional Experience

CAP - Product Management, Upraised
08/2022 – present
Product Portfolio

•Worked on a PRD , to increase CRED's revenue by at least 10% by increasing the conversion 
rate(orders) from less than 1% to at least 9% on CRED stores.
•Worked on a PRD , to improve gross profit per order, in order to reduce the amount of 
money SWIGGY is losing on each order.

Software Engineer - Product, hypersonix.ai
11/2020 – 10/2022 | Bengaluru, India

•Implemented FCM push notifications for base platform which increased DAU by 16% and the 
product usage by nearly 28% over a period of one quarter.
•Streamlined the process of root cause analysis through integration of Elastic APM to monitor 
the APIʼs and transfer the application logs, which reduced the RCA time by 50% and led to 
effective use of manpower.
•Integrated google analytics GA4 to Ecom product to analyze the user behavior and to 
recommend a suitable price for a product by scraping various competitor prices.
•Built "Self Service" product to facilitate easy onboarding of a client and reduced onboarding 
time from nearly 2 weeks to couple of hours.Amazon being the first client, owned stakeholder 
management around product usage and client feedback for the product.
•Collaborated with cross functional teams - Design & Sales frequently to get user insights.

Product Engineer, Tapchief (Present Relevel by Unacademy)
08/2020 – 10/2020 | Bengaluru, India

•Developed the entire backend for ʻWorkspace productʼ: A project management software 
along with a team of 2 backend and 2 frontend developers while working remotely.
•As a Product Engineer, owned task management, notification features.

Software Developer, Tapchief (Present Relevel by Unacademy)
05/2019 – 07/2020 | Bengaluru, India

•Built backend APIs for Tapchief, a two sided marketplace that enables business to access 
talent on demand while providing avenues to professionals to monetize their skills.
•Contributed to building an elastic search index for the projects on our website in order to 
provide an seamless search experience for the users.
•Worked with customer success pod and solved for real user problems by building 
integrations for customer.io to enable personalized user communication via email & SMS and 
also contributed to ZOHO ticketing system integrations.
•Built various Admin dashboards for smooth functioning of Internal teams.

Deputy Manager, State Bank Of India
12/2014 – 09/2017 | Hyderabad, India

•Worked across business development, sales, operations, relationship management, 
demonstrated capabilities in managing end-end branch operations.
•Awarded 'Griha Tara' for sourcing and sanctioning 30+ housing loans worth INR10cr.
•Lead the regional buddy team to educate users about SBI Buddy app and did user interviews 
over a period of 90 days , the detailed report of which were sent to IT cell.
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